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About This Network Configuration Example

This network configuration example (NCE) describes how to configure a campus fabric: IP Clos network
with segments for different logical groups.

Use Case Overview

Enterprise networks are undergoing massive transitions to accommodate the growing demand for
cloud-ready networks and the plethora of IoT and mobile devices. As the number of devices grows, so
does the complexity with a greater need for scalability and segmentation. To meet these challenges, you
need a networkwith increased scalability and operational simplification. IP Clos networks provide increased
scalability and segmentation.

Benefits of Campus Fabric: IP Clos

With increasing number of devices connecting to the network, youwill need to scale your campus network
rapidly without adding complexity. Many IoT devices have limited networking capabilities and require
Layer 2 adjacency across buildings and campuses. Traditionally, this problem was solved by extending
VLANs across buildings and campuses using data plane flood and learn. This approach is inefficient because
it uses excessive network bandwidth. It is also difficult to manage because you need to configure and
manually manage VLANs in order to extend them to new network ports. This problem increases multifold
when you take into consideration the explosive growth of IoT and mobile devices.

The benefit of having a IP Clos network is that you can easily connect a number of switches in a IP Clos
network or campus fabric. IP Clos extends the EVPN fabric to connect VLANs across multiple buildings
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by stretching the Layer 2 VXLAN network. You can use an IP Clos network from the distribution and core
layers to the access layers of your topology.

An EVPN-VXLAN network solves these issues and provides the following benefits:

• Reduced flooding and learning—Control plane-based Layer 2/Layer 3 learning reduces the flood and
learn issues associated with data plane learning. Learning MAC addresses in the forwarding plane has
an adverse impact on network performance as the number of endpoints grows. The EVPN control plane
handles the exchange and learning of routes, so newly learnedMAC addresses are not exchanged in the
forwarding plane

• Scalability—Faster control plane-based Layer 2/Layer 3 learning allows the EVPN-VXLAN network to
scale up to support a larger number of mobile devices.

• Consistent network—A universal EVPN-VXLAN-based architecture across campuses and data centers
means a consistent end-to-end network for endpoints and applications. In addition, you can enable
microsegmentation and macrosegmentation with EVPN-VXLAN to minimize Layer 2 flooding, reduce
security threats, and simplify the network.

• Location-agnostic connectivity—The EVPN-VXLAN campus architecture provides a consistent endpoint
experience no matter where the endpoint is located. Some endpoints require Layer 2 reachability, such
as legacy building security systems or IoT devices. The Layer 2 VXLAN overlay provides Layer 2
reachability across campuses without any changes to the underlay network. With our standards-based
network access control integration, an endpoint can be connected anywhere in the network.

Technical Overview

The campus fabric, with an EVPN-VXLAN architecture, decouples the overlay network from the underlay
network. This approach addresses the needs of the modern enterprise network by allowing network
administrators to create logical Layer 2 networks across different Layer 3 networks. By configuring different
routing instances, you can create separate virtual networks and each routing instance will have its own
separate routing and switching table.

VXLAN is the overlay data plane encapsulation protocol that tunnels Ethernet frames between network
endpoints on the Layer 3 IP network. Devices that perform VXLAN encapsulation and decapsulation for
the network are referred to as a VXLAN tunnel endpoint (VTEP). Before a VTEP sends a frame into a
VXLAN tunnel, it wraps the original frame in a VXLAN header that includes a virtual network identifier
(VNI). The VNI maps the packet to the original VLAN that at the ingress switch. After applying a VXLAN
header, the frame is encapsulated into a UDP/IP packet for transmission to another VTEP over an IP
network.

A campus fabric with EVPN-VXLAN is a more modern and scalable network that uses a BGP or OSPF
underlay from the core to the access layer switches. The access layer switches are VTEPs that encapsulate
and decapsulate the VXLAN traffic. In addition, the VTEPs route packets in and out of VXLAN tunnels.
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Figure 1 on page 7 show a campus fabric: IP Clos network with Juniper EX4300-MP, EX4650 and EX9200
and QFX 5120 switches.

Figure 1: IP Clos Topology
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Segmentation in the Campus Fabric

NetworkArchitects need to apply a combination ofmicrosegmentation,macrosegmentation, and application
segmentation techniques to secure data and assets.

Macrosegmentation is the logical separation of the network across shared links andwithin a shared device.
You can implement macrosegmentation by using VLANs and virtual routing and forwarding(VRF) routing
instances. VLANs create separate virtual networks (VNs) in Layer 2while VRFs allow you to create different
routing table instances to isolate IP traffic. Figure 2 on page 8 shows two VRFs in a campus fabric with
segmentation—an employee VRF for the employee VN and an IoT VRF for the IoT VN. With VRFs, there
are no direct paths for traffic between the employee and IoT networks. The employee VRF isolates traffic
in the employeeVN and the IoT VRF isolates the traffic in the IoT VN. IoT traffic is separated from employee
traffic. Segmentation ensures zero communication between the two forwarding domains. Both static and
dynamic VLANs, and firewall filters prevent lateral east-west communication within the VN.
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Figure 2: Segmentation in a Campus Fabric: IP Clos Architecture
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Microsegmentation addresses critical network protection issues, reduces risks, and adapts security to
changing demands. The three traditional microsegmentation practice includes host-agent segmentation,
hypervisor segmentation, and network segmentation. Juniper Networks support microsegmentation using
access control lists (ACLs) or Firewall filters to control intra-VN traffic. Firewall filters provide rules that
definewhether to permit, deny, or forward the packets that are transiting an interface on a JuniperNetworks
EX Series Ethernet Switch. You can configure and apply firewall filters to control traffic before it enters
or exits a port, VLAN, or Layer 3 (routed) interface. Firewall filters restrict the east-west traffic between
devices in a VLAN. For example, you can create a firewall filter to keep Video Camera traffic from the IoT
device within the IoT VLAN and IoT VRF. Application segmentation uses higher layer controls to isolate
one application tier from another. It isolates and protects an application from other applications and other
resources. You can use microsegmentation to implement application segmentation with greater visibility
and granularity.

Network Access Control in the Campus Fabric

You can further define VLANs and firewall filters to control network access, separate end devices into
groups, and to limit access to the LAN. You can use dynamic profiles with RADIUS to dynamically create
logical VLAN interfaces for a routing instance with 802.1X Authentication. When DHCP clients in the same
VLAN become active, the corresponding interfaces are assigned to the specified routing instance. You can
then attach filters to the static interfaces by using dynamic profiles and by specifying a variable for the
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input and output filters. Dynamic profiles use the RADIUS Vendor-Specific Attributes (VSA) for ingress and
egress policies.

Device Profiling

Juniper Networks EX Series Ethernet Switch and Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager work together to
authenticate wired endpoints that connect to the EX Series switches. Enterprises typically have a variety
of users and endpoints. This means that the policy infrastructuremust addressmultiple use cases. Endpoints
may use multiple authentication methods, such as 802.1X authentication, MAC RADIUS authentication,
or captive portal authentication. Once devices are authenticated, you can apply different policies based
on the type of device, authorization level, or use both policies to achieve segmentation dynamically. Device
profiling on a RADIUS server like Aruba ClearPass, can help determine the type of endpoint that is being
authenticated—for example, an access point, IoT device, or Smart Security device—and use that information
to enforce the appropriate access policy.

How to Configure a Campus Fabric: IP Clos with
Segmentation

Example: Configuring a Campus FabricNetwork: IP Closwith Segmentation

IN THIS SECTION

Requirements | 9

Overview | 10

Topology | 10

Verification | 15

Requirements

This configuration example uses the following devices:

• EX4600/QFX5120 switches as collapsed core switches. Software version: Junos OS Release 20.2R1

• EX4300-MP switches as access layer switches. Software version: Junos OS Release 20.2R1
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• Mist Access Points

Overview

You can use BGP or OSPF as the underlay routing protocol to exchange loopback routes. In this example,
we use OSPF as the underlay routing protocol and MP-BGP with EVPN signaling as the overlay control
plane protocol. VXLAN is the overlay data plane encapsulation protocol.

Topology

Figure 3 on page 10 shows a campus fabric with a virtual network for employees and another virtual
network for IoT devices.

Figure 3: Campus Fabric: IP Clos with Segmentation
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1. Configure the interfaces that connect to the collapsed core switches. This includes configuring the
loopback interface for the VTEP source packets, configuring the IRB interfaces to segment the IoT and
Employee network, and assigning an IRB interface for the IoT and Employee segments.
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EX4650/QFX5120

set groups l3gw interfaces lo0 unit 0 family inet address 10.18.18.18/32

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/2 unit 0 family inet address 10.91.91.18/24

set groups l3gw interfaces irb unit 100 family inet address 10.10.10.17/24

set groups l3gw interfaces irb unit 200 family inet address 10.11.11.17/24

EX4300-MP

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/2 unit 0 family inet address 10.91.91.19/24

set groups l3gw interfaces lo0 unit 0 family inet address 10.19.19.19/32

set groups l3gw interfaces irb unit 100 family inet address 10.10.10.19/24

set groups l3gw interfaces irb unit 200 family inet address 10.11.11.19/24

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/10 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members

 vlan100

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/11 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members

 vlan100

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/12 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members

 vlan200

set groups l3gw interfaces ge-0/0/14 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members

 vlan200

2. Configure the OSPF underlay routing protocol with MP-BGP as EVPN signaling in the overlay control
plane.

EX4650/QFX5120

set groups l3gw protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/2

set groups l3gw protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface lo0.0 passive

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal type internal

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal local-address 10.18.18.18

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal family evpn signaling

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal neighbor 10.19.19.19

set groups l3gw routing-options router-id 10.18.18.18

set groups l3gw routing-options autonomous-system 65001
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EX4300-MP

set groups l3gw protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface ge-0/0/2

set groups l3gw protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 interface lo0.0 passive

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal type internal

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal local-address 10.19.19.19

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal family evpn signaling

set groups l3gw protocols bgp group group_internal neighbor 10.18.18.18

set groups l3gw routing-options router-id 10.19.19.19

set groups l3gw routing-options autonomous-system 65001

3. Configure the VXLAN encapsulation, the VTEP source interface as the loopback interface, and the VRF
target for each VNI. Configure the route target under the VRF target that is used by EVPN type 1 ,
EVPN type 2, and EVPN type 3 routes for all VLANs. Finally, specify an identifier for the route that
enables you to identify the VPN that this route belongs to. Each routing instance must have a unique
route distinguisher associated with it.

EX4650/QFX5120

set groups l3gw protocols evpn encapsulation vxlan

set groups l3gw protocols evpn extended-vni-list all

set groups l3gw switch-options vtep-source-interface lo0.0

set groups l3gw switch-options route-distinguisher 10.18.18.18:1

set groups l3gw switch-options vrf-target target:1:100

EX4300-MP

set groups l3gw protocols evpn encapsulation vxlan

set groups l3gw protocols evpn extended-vni-list all

set groups l3gw switch-options vtep-source-interface lo0.0

set groups l3gw switch-options route-distinguisher 10.19.19.19:1

set groups l3gw switch-options vrf-target target:1:100

4. Assign a numeric value to identify the VXLAN. We are using VLAN ID 100 for the IoT virtual network
and VLAN ID 200 for the Employee virtual network.
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EX4650/QFX5120

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 vlan-id 100

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 l3-interface irb.100

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 vxlan vni 100

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 vlan-id 200

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 l3-interface irb.200

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 vxlan vni 200

set apply-groups l3gw

EX4300-MP

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 vlan-id 200

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 l3-interface irb.200

set groups l3gw vlans vlan200 vxlan vni 200

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 vlan-id 100

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 l3-interface irb.100

set groups l3gw vlans vlan100 vxlan vni 100

set apply-groups l3gw

5. Create two VRF routing instances—one for IoT devices and another one for employees. The routing
instance contains a collection of the routing tables, interfaces, and routing protocol parameters.

EX4650/QFX5120

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT instance-type vrf

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT interface irb.100

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT interface lo0.1

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT route-distinguisher 666:312

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT vrf-target target:1:1111

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT routing-options auto-export

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee instance-type vrf

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee interface irb.200

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee interface lo0.2

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee route-distinguisher 666:313

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee vrf-target target:1:1111

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee routing-options auto-export

EX4300-MP

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT routing-options auto-export

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT instance-type vrf
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set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT interface irb.100

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT interface lo0.1

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT route-distinguisher 666:312

set groups l3gw routing-instances IOT vrf-target target:1:1111

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee routing-options auto-export

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee instance-type vrf

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee interface irb.200

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee interface lo0.2

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee route-distinguisher 666:313

set groups l3gw routing-instances Employee vrf-target target:1:1111

6. On EX4300-MP, create a Layer 2 firewall filter to stop inter-VLAN (east-west) traffic, while allowing
DHCP requests and other packets that are destined for IRB interfaceMAC address (d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0)
to proceed.

NOTE: You do not need to configure the filter for switch port interfaces ge-0/0/10 and
ge-0/0/11 when you are using dynamic filter assignment with RADIUS .

EX4300-MP

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term allowdhcp 

from source-port bootpc

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term allowdhcp 

then accept

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term allowarp from

 ether-type arp

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term allowirbmac 

from destination-mac-address d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0/48

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term allowirbmac 

then accept

set firewall family ethernet-switching filter east-west-filter term denyall then

 discard

set interfaces ge-0/0/10 unit 0 family ethernet-switching filter input 

east-west-filter

set interfaces ge-0/0/10 unit 0 family ethernet-switching filter output 

east-west-filter

set interfaces ge-0/0/11 unit 0 family ethernet-switching filter input 

east-west-filter

set interfaces ge-0/0/11 unit 0 family ethernet-switching filter output 

east-west-filter
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7. Add the 802.1X configuration for dynamic VLAN and Filter-ID assignment on the EX4300-MP access
switch for the ports that are dedicated for IoT and employee devices.

EX4300-MP

set access radius-server 10.105.5.153 port 1812

set access radius-server 10.105.5.153 accounting-port 1813

set access radius-server 10.105.5.153 secret "secret Key"

set access radius-server 10.105.5.153 timeout 3

set access radius-server 10.105.5.153 retry 3

set access profile Profile-2 authentication-order radius

set access profile Profile-2 radius authentication-server 10.105.5.153 

set access profile Profile-2 radius accounting-server 10.105.5.153 

set protocols dot1x authenticator authentication-profile-name Profile-2

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 supplicant single

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 retries 3

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 quiet-period 3

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 transmit-period 30

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 mac-radius 

authentication-protocol eap-peap

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 server-timeout 30

set protocols dot1x authenticator interface ge-0/0/10.0 server-fail deny

Sample Radius Profile

IOT-device Auth-Type := "EAP", Cleartext-Password := "Sample Password"

                Session-timeout=1000,

                Tunnel-Type = VLAN,

                Tunnel-Medium-Type = IEEE-802,

                Tunnel-Private-Group-Id = "v100"

                Filter-id= east-west-filter

Employee Auth-Type := "EAP", Cleartext-Password := "Sample Password"

                Session-timeout=1000,

                Tunnel-Type = VLAN,

                Tunnel-Medium-Type = IEEE-802,

                Tunnel-Private-Group-Id = "v200"

Verification

BGP Status

Purpose
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Verify the BGP Status.

Action
Verify that the access switch has established BGP sessionswith the distribution switches. The iBGP sessions
are established with the loopbacks of the collapsed core device using MP-iBGP with EVPN signaling in
the overlay layer to enable the exchange of EVPN routes.

user@ex4300-01> show bgp summary
Threading mode: BGP I/O

Default eBGP mode: advertise - accept, receive – accept

Groups: 1 Peers: 1 Down peers: 0

Table          Tot Paths  Act Paths Suppressed    History Damp State    Pending

bgp.evpn.0           

                     36         36          0          0          0          0

Peer                     AS      InPkt     OutPkt    OutQ   Flaps Last Up/Dwn 

State|#Active/Received/Accepted/Damped...

10.18.18.18           65001         18         17       0       0        6:00 

Establ

  bgp.evpn.0: 36/36/36/0

  default-switch.evpn.0: 36/36/36/0

  __default_evpn__.evpn.0: 0/0/0/0

Verify the collapsed core switch has established BGP session with access switch. The iBGP sessions are
established with the loopbacks of the collapsed core device using MP-iBGP with EVPN signaling in the
overlay layer to enable the exchange of EVPN routes.

user@ex4650-02> show bgp summary
Threading mode: BGP I/O

Groups: 1 Peers: 1 Down peers: 0

Table          Tot Paths  Act Paths Suppressed    History Damp State    Pending

bgp.evpn.0           

                      6          6          0          0          0          0

Peer                     AS      InPkt     OutPkt    OutQ   Flaps Last Up/Dwn 

State|#Active/Received/Accepted/Damped...

10.19.19.19           65001         21         20       0       0        7:13 

Establ

  __default_evpn__.evpn.0: 0/0/0/0

  bgp.evpn.0: 6/6/6/0

  default-switch.evpn.0: 6/6/6/0
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OSPF

Purpose
Verify the OSPF neighbor adjacencies.

Action
Verify that the OSPF neghbor has been established with the distribution switch for underlay network.

user@ex4300-01> show ospf neighbor
Address          Interface              State           ID               Pri  Dead

10.91.91.19      ge-0/0/2.0             Full      10.19.19.19      128    38

Verify that the OSPF neghbor has been established with the access switch for underlay network

user@ex4650-02> show ospf neighbor
Address          Interface              State           ID               Pri  Dead

10.91.91.18      ge-0/0/2.0             Full            10.18.18.18      128    

37

Ethernet-Switching and Ethernet MAC-IP Switching Table

Purpose
Verify that the local switching table has been populated

Action

user@ex4300-01> show ethernet-switching table
MAC flags (S - static MAC, D - dynamic MAC, L - locally learned, P - Persistent 

static, C - Control MAC

           SE - statistics enabled, NM - non configured MAC, R - remote PE MAC, O

 - ovsdb MAC)

Ethernet switching table : 5 entries, 5 learned

Routing instance : default-switch

    Vlan                MAC                 MAC         Age    Logical           

     NH        RTR 

    name                address             flags              interface         

     Index     ID

    vlan100             00:10:94:10:00:01   D                 ge-0/0/11.0        

    0         0       
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    vlan100             20:d8:0b:14:7c:00   D                 vtep.32770         

    0         0       

    vlan200             00:10:94:10:00:03   D                 ge-0/0/12.0        

    0         0       

    vlan200             20:d8:0b:14:7c:00   D                 vtep.32770         

    0         0        

user@ex4300-01> show ethernet-switching mac-ip-table

MAC IP flags  (S - Static, D - Dynamic, L - Local , R - Remote, Lp - Local Proxy,

               Rp - Remote Proxy, K - Kernel, RT - Dest Route, AD - Advt to remote,

               RE - Re-ARP/ND, RO - Router, OV - Override)

 Routing instance : default-switch

 Bridging domain : vlan100

   IP                           MAC                  Flags             Logical   

         Active

   address                      address                                Interface 

         source

   10.10.10.17                  20:d8:0b:14:7c:00    DR,K,RT           vtep.32769

         10.18.18.18                   

   10.10.10.19                  d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0    S,K               irb.100   

MAC IP flags  (S - Static, D - Dynamic, L - Local , R - Remote, Lp - Local Proxy,

               Rp - Remote Proxy, K - Kernel, RT - Dest Route, AD - Advt to remote,

               RE - Re-ARP/ND, RO - Router, OV - Override)

 Routing instance : default-switch

 Bridging domain : vlan200

   IP                           MAC                  Flags             Logical   

         Active

   address                      address                                Interface 

         source

   10.11.11.17                  20:d8:0b:14:7c:00    DR,K,RT           vtep.32769

         10.18.18.18                   
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   10.11.11.19                  d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0    S,K               irb.200   

user@ex4650-02> show ethernet-switching table
MAC flags (S - static MAC, D - dynamic MAC, L - locally learned, P - Persistent 

static

           SE - statistics enabled, NM - non configured MAC, R - remote PE MAC, O

 - ovsdb MAC)

Ethernet switching table : 2 entries, 2 learned

Routing instance : default-switch

   Vlan                MAC                 MAC      Logical                Active

   name                address             flags    interface              source

   vlan100             d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0   D        vtep.32769             

10.19.19.19                   

   vlan200             d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0   D        vtep.32769             

10.19.19.19

EVPN

Purpose
Verify that the EVPNdatabase is installingMAC address information for locally attached hosts and receiving
advertisements from the other access devices with information about remote hosts.

Action

user@ex4300-01> show evpn database
Instance: default-switch

VLAN  DomainId  MAC address        Active source                  Timestamp      

  IP address

100        20:d8:0b:14:7c:00  10.18.18.18                    Jul 13 13:40:40  

10.10.10.17

100        d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0  irb.100                        Jul 13 12:10:38  

10.10.10.19

200        20:d8:0b:14:7c:00  10.18.18.18                    Jul 13 13:40:40  

10.11.11.17

200        d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0  irb.200                        Jul 13 12:10:38  
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10.11.11.19

user@ex4650-02> show evpn database
Instance: default-switch

VLAN  DomainId  MAC address        Active source                  Timestamp      

  IP address

     100        20:d8:0b:14:7c:00  irb.100                        Jul 13 20:36:33

  10.10.10.17

     100        d0:dd:49:9b:26:c0  10.19.19.19                    Jul 13 20:36:33

  10.10.10.19

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Device Profiling with EX Series Switches and Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager
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